2001 aurora

Displaying 1 - 10 of Oldsmobile Aurora 10 reviews. Great if new. Not the tired old horse I looked
at. Looks great on paper. I like the fact even though its older it holds a value, It kinda reminds
me of a tesla and bmw all road together with class and definess. It has a smooth look and
definitely would turn heads. I've enjoyed good gas mileage, comfortable interiors, gReAt sound
system, compliments from passengers, low insurance rates and pretty easy ownership and
maintenance costs! Pros: Car's got loads of power, comfy to sit in, looks ok - not new- but
pretty good, overall it's a great car! Cons: It is expensive to fix stuff, but that's Oldsmobiles for
ya! I wish I could have another one. Fuel economy not so great but who cares when you have a
v8 dual cam under the hood. They are expensive to fix, but luckily I am a mechanic so for me it
just cost more time. But to be simple I loved this car and you can't spell perfection any other
way. Cons: Fuel economy isn't great, it's a big car, expensive to fix. Love Love Love â€”
Literally I love everything about this car! Love the info center, will always tell you everything,
never have to guess. Blind spots are very minimal due to larger mirrors. I could go on and on,
hands down this has been my favorite car of all the cars I have owned! Pros: Love the info
center, will always tell you everything, never have to guess. Literally I love everything about this
car. It has , miles on it currently and is driven on a daily basis, in the harshest of conditions
Great car to drive anywhere! Very comfortable and roomy back seat, good performance and
power for long trips. It's been a pretty reasonable car to maintain. Transmission was replaced at
,, but the engine continues purring along just about as a new one, just with a little less gas
mileage than I'd prefer. Beast â€” Its a fine line between performance and luxary when it comes
to Oldsmobiles, specifically the Aurora. Not only is it a full size, fully loaded, sedan but it also
comes with some of the best handling for a car its size. Always a smooth comfortable ride. The
design of the interrior of the car is very driver friendly. Olds didnt skip anything when making
auroras, from the leather to the bose sound systems, from the heated seats to the rims, overall
one of the best cars GM has ever made. Pros: If you like luxary and performance its for you.
Cons: If you cant handle the power of a V8 stay away. Awesome Car â€” Love it. Performance:
Goes as fast as you want without going over rpm Build Quality: No problems. A big bigger than
I'm used to, but excellent handling Appearance: Leather, sunroof, and the works Cost of
Ownership:gas is a pain in the ass. Fun Factor:hell yeah, it's fun. Performance: The Aurora was
formerly offered with a choice of a 3. In addition to that addictive V8 sound, Read More. I owned
a Aurora for 17 years. Best car I ever owned! Comfortable, smooth, fast. Got up to 26 mpg on
the hwy! It was, however, not without its problems: Water pump failed, headlights stayed Liked
the looks of the car since it came out in Still one of the best looking cars in the Country Club lot.
Most new cars today look generic and don't have the style of this classic silver torp Despite
being labeled a grandma car this machine was amazing. From the Cadillac northstar v8 to the
butter leather seats this car never ceased to amaze me. Had it not been for the spike in gas price
CarGurus has 27 nationwide Aurora listings and the tools to find you a great deal. Have you
driven a Oldsmobile Aurora? Rank This Car. User Reviews. GuruSSM writes:. Is this review
helpful? Yes No. Maria writes:. SunSis writes:. Back Seats:. Primary Use: Commuting to work
Pros: Car's got loads of power, comfy to sit in, looks ok - not new- but pretty good, overall it's a
great car! Is this helpful? Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Great looking, powerful,
amazing car. Battery Life:. Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Love the info center, will
always tell you everything, never have to guess. Cons: Battery is under back seat. Dean writes:.
Primary Use: Family transportation Pros: Durability. Cons: Not too sporty looking. Scott writes:.
Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Sport luxoury with performance. Cons: Expensive parts
and labor costs. Justin writes:. Cons: nothing. Alison writes:. Jeremy writes:. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: It;s badass. Cons: If you don't like big cars, avoid it. Reviews From
Other Years. Read all Oldsmobile Aurora reviews. Read all 5 Oldsmobile Aurora reviews. Read
all 9 Oldsmobile Aurora reviews. Read all 3 Oldsmobile Aurora reviews. Cars compared to
Oldsmobile Aurora. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare
Oldsmobile Aurora to Related Models. Select Year Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Great
looking, powerful, amazing car Cons: Fuel economy isn't great, it's a big car, expensive to fix 9
of 9 people found this review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Sport luxoury with
performance Cons: Expensive parts and labor costs 2 of 2 people found this review helpful.
Pros: If you like luxary and performance its for you Cons: If you cant handle the power of a V8
stay away 6 of 8 people found this review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: It;s
badass Cons: If you don't like big cars, avoid it 3 of 3 people found this review helpful. Make
Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details.
Description: Used Oldsmobile Aurora 3. Description: Used Oldsmobile Aurora. Recent Arrival!
Description: Used Oldsmobile Aurora 4. This vehicle ran when it came in, but now itneeds work.
Come check it out and save BIG on cheap wheels or part itout for more money. The vehicle
identified is inoperable or otherwisecannot be tested for emissions. After youfix it, then it can

be tested. It looks like the only vehicles matching your search at this time are over miles away.
Consider expanding your search or save this search to get notified when matching inventory is
available. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Trim Base 2 3. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic 2. Engine Type Gas 4. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 4. Cylinders 8
cylinders 3 6 cylinders 1. Exterior Color Yellow. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently
added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Showing 1 - 4 out of 4 listings.
Overall Consumer Rating. Worth a lot more than you will pay! I was an auto broker for many
years and I recommended this car to numerous people. Is there a car made that doesn't have
problems, of course not, there will never be a "one and done" but if you are looking at one of
these get it checked out by a mechanic first and then be glad you bought it. The gas mileage for
a car of this size is wonderful, the ride is really good. It's roomy front and back and has a
massive trunk. The trunk is so big I put a 12" sub woofer in a box and mounted it in the trunk
and I can still get the spare tire out. When you are driving it doesn't feel as big as it is. I have a
with , miles and it doesn't even let in much road noise at all. I do a ton of driving and the only
thing I have done to the car in a year and a half is add an after market stereo. I honestly don't
have anything negative to say. To get really nit-picky I'm 5'11" tall and the seats don't go back
as far as i would like. If you are my height or taller you definitely want to check that out first. I
guess you get what you pay for and in my case I got so much more because I paid hardly
anything for mine. Even though Oldsmobile isn't being made anymore quite a few different GM
products used the same parts. This being said, parts are not hard to find and this isn't a high
maintenance car to keep up. The air shocks are great for long drives and this car takes a
beating. I have put 27, miles on it in the past 9 months and its running strong. Read more. Read
less. Sign Up. I was an auto broker for many years and I recommended this car to numerous
people. Is there a car made that doesn't have problems, of course not, there will never be a "one
and done" but if you are looking at one of these get it checked out by a mechanic first and then
be glad you bought it. The gas mileage for a car of this size is wonderful, the ride is really good.
It's roomy front and back and has a massive trunk. The trunk is so big I put a 12" sub woofer in
a box and mounted it in the trunk and I can still get the spare tire out. When you are driving it
doesn't feel as big as it is. I have a with , miles and it doesn't even let in much road noise at all. I
do a ton of driving and the only thing I have done to the car in a year and a half is add an after
market stereo. I honestly don't have anything negative to say. To get really nit-picky I'm 5'11"
tall and the seats don't go back as far as i would like. If you are my height or taller you definitely
want to check that out first. I guess you get what you pay for and in my case I got so much more
because I paid hardly anything for mine. Even though Oldsmobile isn't being made anymore
quite a few different GM products used the same parts. This being said, parts are not hard to
find and this isn't a high maintenance car to keep up. The air shocks are great for long drives
and this car takes a beating. I have put 27, miles on it in the past 9 months and its running
strong. I bought my aurora in used with k miles on it, I'm around k now. I could not be happier
with my first car. I've had little issues like changing a handful of sensors, and a fuel pump but
spending a few hundred every once in a while is better than a car payment. It is pretty good on
gas for being a V8 too, I live in the city and my average is 23 mpg. On the express way I get
around 35 believe it or not! My Olds still has plenty of life left in it. I plan on keeping it until I run
it into the ground and who knows I might look for another after. I have owned probably cars,
and this is without a doubt the nicest, smoothest, quietest and prettiest car I have ever owned.
So far it has been pretty dependable, and the aluminum hood and trunk lid are pretty trick. It has
a sunroof, and intelligent wipers, and the aluminum 4 cam engine and trans are quiet and
smooth. I do my own repairs-this car is a little complicated, but so far I have been able to solve
the somewhat minor problems without any drama. I bought the car used. Its resale is suffering
so badly that I got a terrific deal. After getting this kind of deal, I could care less about resale as
I plan to keep the car for a very long time. It is very comfortable, looks great, and handles fine. I
have had no problems with it other than normal maintenance. Perhaps I should say that
everything about this car is ordinary. This does have the negative effect of driving a classic
while looking like everything else out there. That's how far ahead of it's time it was. It's BIG. Not
as wide as most full-size luxury sedans, but that's actually an advantage. It has a big car ride,
but doesn't give a big car driving experience. You know With it's speed-sensitive steering, it
feels more like a Firebird on the open road. It's a real solid build. Simply stated, check out
Wikipedia, who says that it broke GM's frame-crush tester. Then go online and look at some pix.
See how much rust, and how many dents you see on these classics. And with that solid build,
you're nearly guaranteed a quiet interior. Let's talk about that quiet interior. The first time I got
into mine, if I had gone in blindfolded, when it was removed, I would have thought I was in a

European exotic. Most comfortable driver's seat I've ever parked my butt in. High-backed leather
bucket. Look at the pix again. See how many cracked seats, dashboards, and door panels you
see. Mine doesn't have any. The instrumentation has an understated elegance. The cockpit is
completely driver oriented, with a split dashboard that cries out, "Hands off my controls! With
the unspeakably comfortable climate control off, I get around 23 in ordinary conditions. Those
are deadly accurate readings. But it does have it's limits! Once it reads that you have a fuel
range of 45 miles, it says 'low fuel', and it won't let you reset it. You ain't holding me to a critical
prediction! Now the bad. Some mechanics refuse to work on these. There are no Chilton's or
Haynes manual available. There are very few in the junk yards, some small parts are
non-existent, in my case, window retaining clips , and they don't generally match up with other
GM cars. You-Tube videos showing guys doing repairs on them are non-existent as well. The
trunk tends to leak, and the window switches are not switches at all, they are 'triggers', and
every time you touch one, you're playing Russian Roulette. You WILL spend some time messing
with windows. It operates on zip-ties, despite the fact that we did everything we could to get a
better fix. I've owned 20 cars in my life, and I've only truly loved three of them. This one, is my
all-time favorite. Let's wrap it all up like this. I'd tell you to shove your Jaguar! Well, they asked
me to update my review. A Chevy Suburban plowed into my rear at 40 MPH, with their foot on
the gas instead of the brake, while I was stopped at a stop sign. It pushed the trunk in, and
destroyed the bumper cowling and fog-lights. Not a BIT of damage to the frame or quarter
panels. It didn't even move the car, or give me a jolt. The only reason I knew I had been tagged
was because I heard the crash. This is important, because a smaller car would have been
pushed into the intersection, where it would have been T-boned by the right of way
car system wiring
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traffic. Drove it like that for 10 months with a bungee holding down the trunk lid. I guess I
should add that I drove that parts car miles back home, with a slipping transmission that
wouldn't hold any fluid. Even that was a more enjoyable ride than most cars. I have now owned
the car for 14 months, and have kicked out for a crank sensor, and a brake line. Had to drop the
starter to change the sensor, but was still a relatively cheap and easy repair. When the sensor
went, it didn't leave me sitting. The 'check engine' light came on, and I had to pump the gas to
get it going. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Aurora. View
Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Aurora model: All Aurora models 3. Filter
by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Worth a lot more than you will pay! There
ain't nah-thing ordinary about this car. Items per page:. Write a review See all Auroras for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the Aurora. Sign Up.

